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This is a compilation of highlights submitted by some of the legal aid organizations that participate in the CBA
Legal Aid Committee. Not all organizations were able to submit highlights, but this compilation provides an over-
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view of some of the great work happening in our community. Thanks to everyone who submitted highlights.

Programs & Projects

Parents facing termination of parental rights in a juvenile proceeding
have a statutory right to appointed
counsel when they cannot afford an
attorney. There is no parallel right to
an attorney in a private adoption
case, even when the parent is indigent. Thankfully, most courts began

appointing attorneys after appellate courts held this is a right.
CGLA now accepts appointments
from the court, aligning with the
organization’s focused family law
practice of accepting cases where
a parent is incarcerated, serving a
sentence in the community, or
their criminal record is at issue.
While many Illinois counties are
also appointing attorneys for indigent biological parents in adoption
proceedings, many counties are
still opposing these requests. In
one such recent case, CGLA assisted an incarcerated mother who
received adoption papers from a
case in a downstate county. Unable to appear in court due to her

incarceration, the client sent a pro
se motion to appoint counsel. Her
motion was denied without her
present and without an attorney to
represent her. Nicole Carrion, Of
Counsel to CGLA, was able to successfully argue a motion to set
aside the decision, and the client
now has appointed counsel.
Contact: Beth Johnson/312-738-2452
x419/bethjohnson@cgla.net;
Alexis Mansfield/312-738-2452 x448/
alexismansfield@cgla.net

Access to Counsel for Incarcerated Youth
As a result of a class action lawsuit consent decree, the Illinois
Prisoner Review Board and Illinois Department of Juvenile
Justice must now allow and provide for certain due process
protections that were previously
being denied to youth facing
alleged parole violations.
Prior to the lawsuit brought by
Northwestern University and Uptown People’s Law Center, juveniles
were churned through re incarceration in youth detention
facilities without access to attorneys
or a full understanding of the process and their legal rights, and they
were not given much opportunity to
present any defenses to allegations
of parole violations.

CGLA was selected as the only
legal aid organization to assist in
providing legal representation to
these youth along with a few other
private attorneys. Attorneys from
CGLA’s Criminal Defense team go
out to the Illinois Youth Center
facilities weekly for representation
of youth at preliminary hearings
and up to three times a month to
provide representation and advocacy at the full revocation hearings. When CGLA attorneys are not
able to challenge the underlying
violation, they advocate for the

youth’s release based on mitigating
factors. CGLA attorneys act as
counselors in the full sense, providing education and insights beyond
legal representation for the hearings.
Contact: Beth Johnson/312-738-2452
x419/bethjohnson@cgla.net;
Aisha Edwards/312-738-2452/
aishaedwards@cgla.net
Citation: http://modelsforchange.net/
newsroom/740
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Programs & Projects
Catholic Charities Legal Assistance (CCLA)
The creation of CCLA’s Special Immigrant Juvenile Status (SIJS)
Pro Bono Network expands services to abused, abandoned, and
neglected immigrant minors.
In its endeavor to increase the availability of services to immigrant
minors, CCLA created the Special Immigrant Juvenile Status (SIJS) Pro
Bono Network. CCLA, under its SIJS Initiative, represents unaccompanied minor immigrants who have been abused, abandoned, or neglected
by one or both of their parents in civil matters. The orders obtained
contain specific language that ultimately enables the minor to qualify for
Special Immigrant Juvenile Status. CCLA trains pro bono attorneys to
obtain the required state court orders. CCLA’s SIJS Initiative Pro Bono
Network attorneys receive technical assistance for the duration of the
case.
Contact: Hilda Bahena/312-948-6983/hbahena@catholiccharities.net

Center for Conflict Resolution (CCR)
Expanded Mediation Services
CCR’s new Financial Mediation Program leads to expansion of
services for parents.
For decades, judges have had the authority to order parties in a parentage or divorce case to mediation in regards to their parenting agreement. In March 2014, a new rule passed in Cook County that allows
Domestic Relations judges to order parties to mediation for financial
issues as well. As a result, CCR developed a new Financial Mediation
program serving pro bono eligible clients and began mediating issues of
maintenance, child support, and division of assets and debts. This program was an expansion of CCR’s long-established mediation program for
separated and divorced parents needing to make changes to their parenting agreements. Historically, CCR did not mediate many financial
issues and was not able to assist parties with conflict in these specific
areas. As a result of the establishment of the Financial Mediation program, CCR is now able to provide additional opportunities for resolution
to parents participating in mediation, whether those parties are referred
by the court or are self-referred.

CCR expands the Juvenile Victim Offender Mediation Program
and Family Mediation Program to Bridgeview and Skokie Courthouses.
CCR is committed to providing mediation services to all parties involved in a dispute. CCR has a well-established Victim Offender Mediation Program in Cook County’s juvenile court system. These mediations provide victims, juvenile offenders, and the parents or guardians
of juvenile offenders an opportunity to discuss a crime that has occurred with the assistance of a facilitative mediator. In 2013, CCR
expanded its mediation services to include families when the victim is
unwilling or unable to participate in mediation. Family Mediation is
offered to the family of juvenile offenders referred to CCR’s mediation
program. These mediations provide an opportunity for families to
discuss the consequences of the incident, as well as ways that the
home and family can contribute to a solution. This year, CCR expanded the Juvenile Victim Offender Mediation Program and the Family
Mediation Program to serve juvenile offenders and their families who
are referred for mediation from the juvenile departments at the
Bridgeview and Skokie Courthouses.
Contact: Cassie Lively/312-922-6464 x29/clively@ccrchicago.org;
Rae Kyritsi/312-922-6464 x11/rkyritsi@ccrchicago.org
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Programs & Projects
Center for Disability & Elder Law (CDEL)
Dedicated Housing Intake
With a dedicated housing attorney conducting expedited intake
interviews and case reviews, CDEL has taken 600% more timesensitive eviction cases for litigation, preserving seniors’ and
people with disabilities’ ability to maintain or find safe and affordable housing.
Evictions are expedited proceedings – the first court date is the trial
date, and litigants are given one week to find an attorney before trial.
In that limited time, seniors and people with disabilities were unable to
get through CDEL’s intake process and obtain legal representation in
eviction cases. With a dedicated housing attorney, clients seeking eviction assistance now can bypass the screening process and speak directly to an attorney who conducts a full intake and document request
immediately. A decision can be made within a day or two of receipt of

documents on whether CDEL will take the case.
Attorney representation in eviction court is imperative, as many unrepresented people are ill-equipped to know about defenses or procedure.
Most defendants sign agreed orders giving up their rights and saddling
themselves with a judgment that will prevent them from finding decent
housing and bar them from most subsidized housing for years to come.
Clients are incredibly grateful to have an advocate. Since creating its
dedicated housing intake, CDEL has helped exponentially more clients
stay in their homes or protect their ability to find subsidized housing in
the future.
Contact: Mark Hellner/312-376-1883/mhellner@cdelaw.org

Chicago Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights Under Law (CLCCRUL)
Voting Rights Report
A first-of-its-kind report by CLCCRUL’s Voting Rights Project
revealed pervasive underrepresentation of communities of color
in local government jurisdictions, including 12 that could potentially face litigation under the Voting Rights Act of 1965 and one
that has begun redistricting due to this report.
The report, which can be found at www.thecolorofrepresentation.com,
provides a detailed look at which counties, municipalities, and school
districts underrepresent minority citizens, and the potential consequences when governing bodies are not nearly as diverse as the populations they serve. The study goes on to recommend election system
remedies better suited for Illinois’ increasingly diverse communities.
The report found that the vast majority (85%) of the 237 Illinois municipalities, county governments, and school districts studied underrepresent people of color in relation to their percentage of the population. And 38 jurisdictions have what the report termed “severe un-

derrepresentation,” with a sufficiently large minority population that, if
voting cohesively and using an appropriate election system, could elect at
least one additional candidate of its choice.
The Voting Rights Project has been working with CASA (Citizens in Action
Serving All) Blue Island for months to find ways to improve its local democracy and promote minority representation. The City has just held its
first redistricting public hearing in over 20 years. Dozens of community
members attended, asked their elected officials questions, and made proposals for new city council ward boundaries.
Contact: Ruth Greenwood/312-630-9744/rgreenwood@clccrul.org

Chicago Volunteer Legal Services (CVLS)
New Child Representatives Court Appointment Program
For years CVLS has served as court-appointed Guardian ad litem
(GAL) of children in contested or problematic guardianship cases
in Probate Court. Now CVLS has expanded its representation to
include children whose custody is contested in Parentage and
Domestic Relations cases.
Similar to what a GAL does in a guardianship case, court-appointed
Child Representatives (Child Reps) investigate issues, negotiate with the
parties, enlist outside services when appropriate, and advocate for the
child in and out of court. In January 2014, at the court’s urging, CVLS
recruited and trained 30 attorneys and began accepting a limited number of Child Rep appointments. For this pilot phase, CVLS was appointed
in 39 cases and represented 55 children.
This fiscal year, CVLS added program staff to help turn the pilot project into a viable program. CVLS hired a program coordinator through

Princeton’s Project 55
Fellowship
Program
and a former PILI Intern as program staff attorney, thanks to a Penn Law Public Interest Postgraduate Fellowship.
Since July 2015, CVLS has been appointed to represent 23 children in 16
cases. Added to the 25 still open cases from FY 2014, the program currently provides a Child Rep for 69 children in 41 open cases. Most of these
cases are in Parentage Court.
CVLS currently has 45 trained Child Reps and is bringing in new ones at
a small but steady pace. The program is growing smoothly and CVLS expects to exceed its goals for this year.
Contact: Margaret Benson/312-332-5542/mbenson@cvls.org
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Domestic Violence Legal Clinic (DVLC)
Client Support Coordinator
The addition of a part-time Client Support Coordinator to
DVLC’s staff has significantly increased the likelihood that
DVLC’s Order of Protection clients persist with their cases
until a final disposition.
Historically, a substantial proportion of DVLC clients have chosen
to dismiss their petitions before the case concludes – many of
those clients simply stopped returning DVLC’s phone calls. Concerned that these client decisions were driven by family pressure,
continued harassment by the abuser, or economic necessity, DVLC
sought to improve its ability to identify and address the non-legal
safety needs that were driving the clients’ choices.
With the support of the Field Foundation, DVLC hired its first
Client Support Coordinator in January 2015. In less than one year
in this part-time role, Marisol Villa has already had a crucial impact
on how DVLC serves its clients. By prioritizing regular contact with

clients and monitoring their non-legal safety needs, Marisol helps ensure
that DVLC clients are able to make independent, informed choices about
their legal goals. As a result, the
number of clients who lose contact
with DVLC dropped by 15% in ten
months while the number of clients
who choose to persist with their
cases until they reach a final disposition has increased by a similar
amount.
Contact: Margaret Duval/312-325-9165/
mduval@dvlcchicago.org

Illinois Legal Aid Online (ILAO)
Online Access System Results
In 2015, more than 3,300 applications were transferred to
legal services via the Online Access System hosted on IllinoisLegalAid.org and AyudaLegalIL.org. Over 20,000 online
applications were started for issues like foreclosure, child
support, unemployment, bankruptcy, and food stamps.
The Online Access System, a triage and intake portal for people
seeking civil legal assistance in Illinois, directs users to the best
available service for their legal issue in their geographic area. The
system was launched in partnership with LAF, Land of Lincoln
Legal Assistance Foundation, and Prairie State Legal Services as a
pilot project in September 2013. The addition of the National Immigrant Justice Center in 2014 expanded the system to include
AyudaLegalIL.org and applications from Spanish speakers.

cants to self-help resources. In 2015, the system diverted 70% of applications completed based on partners’ case acceptance priorities and their
eligibility guidelines.
From a program perspective, the efficiency of the system also lies in its
connection to the partners’ LegalServer case management systems.
When an eTransfer is accepted, data populates the client/case profile so
that it only needs to be verified, rather than entered, by intake staff.
With the launch of the new IllinoisLegalAid.org in Spring 2016, the system will be even better. Contact ILAO if you are interested in learning
more.

The system has a dual purpose to drive high-priority cases to
help faster and to divert lower-priority cases and ineligible appli-

Coming Soon – the *NEW* IllinoisLegalAid.org
In the spring of 2016, ILAO will unveil the new and improved IllinoisLegalAid.org. This website will streamline the
best content and services of four current statewide websites while offering a better user experience.

- easier ways to edit legal articles and contribute to the websites

The new IllinoisLegalAid.org will improve on ILAO’s existing services by offering:

ILAO staff will contact organizations in early 2016 to gather
input. Please let ILAO know what questions you have.

- 100% mobile accessibility

Contact: Teri Ross/312-977-9047/tross@illinoislegalaid.org

- simpler, more intuitive navigation and search
- increased engagement, including comments, ratings, favorites,
shares, and dashboards
- better synthesis of content across legal issues
- better referrals to helpful organizations

- the return of IICLE access
- and more!
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James B. Moran Center for Youth Advocacy
Moran Center Educates and Assists Young Job Seekers
Through the Clean Slate Initiative, the Moran Center educates young job seekers
about the legal and employment consequences of a criminal record, and assists in
the legal process of clearing such records
so that young people have the fullest opportunities for education, housing, and
employment.
Given the recent finding that nearly 1 in 3
young people are arrested by age 23, and the
well-documented long-term negative effect that
an arrest record has on employment and future
education, the Clean Slate Initiative is designed
to educate and assist young people so they

maximize their educational and earnings potential.
Working in partnership with the City of Evanston and the Youth Job Center of Evanston,
with support from the Evanston Community
Foundation, the Cook County Justice Advisory
Council, and others, the Moran Center educates youth in Evanston job training and employment programs about the consequences of
having an arrest record, and the legal process

surrounding clearing such records. In addition
to educating young job seekers about their
rights and responsibilities regarding criminal
records, Moran Center attorneys provide legal
assistance in clearing court records for eligible
youth so that young people have the fullest
opportunities for education, housing, and employment. The Clean Slate Initiative is one of
many collaborative ventures between the Moran Center and other community partners
aimed at providing young people with a path to
jobs, rather than jail.
Contact: Kathy Lyons/847-492-1410/KLyons@morancenter.org

Lawndale Christian Legal Center (LCLC)
Lawndale Christian MAC House Training Program
LCLC created a new community-based partnership to provide
hard skills construction training for young men who have come
through the criminal justice system, equipping them to begin
living wage union jobs.
Untangling from the criminal justice system is a difficult process for
anyone, but it is even more difficult for those who are homeless and
unemployed. Housing instability and unemployment are risk factors for
criminal justice system involvement and profoundly impact a young
person’s ability to succeed, particularly if they have to simultaneously
juggle conditions of probation or parole. In 2015, LCLC launched
Lawndale Christian MAC House to support young men facing these
challenges to build a path out of poverty and away from the criminal
justice system.

Lawndale Christian MAC House is a partnership with MAC House, International Union of Operating Engineers, Local 150 equipment operators
union, and Calvary Memorial Church to provide a unique residential training program to equip young men, ages 18-24, with the hard and soft
skills necessary to secure admission into a paid “earn while you learn”
union apprenticeship program. In recognition that these emerging adults
have unique needs, the program integrates individualized construction
and trade skills training, transitional housing, and supportive social services including case management, mentoring, mental health counseling,
life skills, and financial literacy. The program is currently training 12
young men in North Lawndale.

LCLC Youth Completes RAP Drug Court
LCLC attorneys partnered with Rehabilitation Alternative Probation Court to successfully clear the record of a young former
addict and place him on a path to success.
“Tom,” a 21-year-old LCLC youth, completed the Rehabilitation Alternative Probation (RAP) two-year probation call and successfully cleared
his record of two drug felonies. The RAP program is a drug court under
the supervision of Hon. Judge Charles Burns. It is widely regarded as
one of the most successful drug courts in the country. LCLC attorneys
and social workers
partnered with the
court to represent
Tom two years ago,
when
he
was
charged with a nonexpungeable drug

felony that could follow him for the rest of his life. Instead, he was
placed in the RAP program, through which LCLC attorneys and social
workers provided monthly reports to the court on his progress. Even
after Tom relapsed and picked up a new case, LCLC attorneys and the
RAP court were still able to work with him to extend his RAP probation
and help him successfully complete it. After a year in Hope House, a
residential drug rehabilitation program, Tom graduated from the RAP
call and both of his convictions were vacated. He is now looking forward to a bright future in the Lawndale Christian MAC House training
program where he is building his skills to be able to enter the International Union of Operating Engineers, Local 150 equipment operator’s
union apprenticeship program in May 2016.
Contact: Cliff Nellis/773-762-6381/cnellis@lclc.net;
Danae Kovac/773-762-6383/dkovac@lclc.net
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The Law Project of the Chicago Coalition for the Homeless (CCH)
Expansion of Youth Futures Mobile Legal Clinic
The Law Project expanded the Youth
Futures Mobile Legal Clinic to provide
additional outreach and legal services
to unaccompanied homeless youth
throughout Chicago.
The Law Project of the Chicago Coalition
for the Homeless recently expanded its
Youth Futures Program to better meet the
legal needs of unaccompanied homeless
youth throughout Chicago. Youth Futures
provides legal assistance, information, and
advocacy to homeless and at-risk youth
through targeted outreach at schools, youth
shelters, drop-in centers, and other community venues. A former Equal Justice Works

fellow joined the CCH staff as the Youth
Health Attorney, along with a new part-time
staff attorney. With the addition of new
staff, Youth Futures expanded its outreach
sites to include nine weekly and monthly
locations citywide. Youth Futures is also
serving additional high school students at
new venues through its high school legal
clinics. Overall, the Youth Futures Mobile
Legal Clinic now reaches 2,000 youth annually.
In July 2015, Youth Futures and
Department of JPMorgan Chase
Legal and Identification Clinic for
youth at the Center on Halsted,

the Legal
hosted a
homeless
an LGBT

Center on the City’s
Northside.
Over
30
youth were able to
receive assistance on
the spot with identification documents and
public benefits enrollment.
Contact: Patricia NixHodes/312-641-4140/
patricia@chicagohomeless.org;
Beth Malik/312-641-4140/
beth@chicagohomeless.org

The Law Project of the Chicago Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights Under Law
TLP Launches an Employment Hotline
The Law Project (TLP) provides pro bono assistance to community
based nonprofit organizations and low to moderate income entrepreneurs, assisting them with managing risk. TLP is not able to answer
employment law questions from its clients because it does not have
employment law expertise. TLP believed that brief legal assistance with
an employment attorney would answer most of these questions. In
2015, TLP launched the Employer Hotline for nonprofit organizations
and local entrepreneurs. Seyfarth Shaw LLP attorneys staff the hotline
once or twice a month to address issues about hiring, firing, interviewing, workers compensation, unemployment insurance, exempt versus
nonexempt employees, overtime, whether or not someone is an independent contractor, etc. There is an online intake form on TLP’s website and TLP schedules the appointment. The client is given the attor-

ney’s name, toll free number, access code, and the time of the scheduled appointment. Now nonprofits and entrepreneurs with limited
budgets are able to get brief legal assistance, be better employers, and
have the peace of mind that their actions will not violate employment
laws. Since the program began, 31 organizations have received brief
legal assistance to address employment issues.
Contact: Jody Adler/312-202-3647/jadler@thelawproject.org

Nonprofit Compliance Institute for Nonprofits
TLP’s Nonprofit Compliance Institute (NCI) provides an opportunity
for existing nonprofit staff to learn about legal compliance issues that
will impact their operations. NCI is a series of five webinars designed
to inform staff and board members at 501(c)(3) organizations about
everyday activities that may risk the organization’s tax exemption.
The webinars address the following topics:
Board Roles and Responsibilities: Fiduciary duties, roles, and responsibilities for board directors and officers; the executive director’s
role; best practices and policies of good governance; and how to
address conflicts of interest and whistleblower situations.
Prohibitions and Restrictions on Charities: An overview of political
activity prohibitions and lobbying restrictions.

Income Creation and 501(c)(3) Issues: Charging for services or operating a business and a review of unrelated business taxable income concerns.
General Nonprofit Compliance: An overview of annual reporting requirements, record keeping, legal requirements for donor thank you letters,
and quid pro quo issues.
Employment Basics: Employment law basics including worker classification and required documentation for hiring and maintaining personnel
files.
Contact: Jody Adler/312-202-3647/jadler@thelawproject.org;
Erica Spangler Raz/312-202-3645/espanglerraz@thelawproject.org
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Lawyers’ Committee for Better Housing (LCBH)
Healthy Housing Chicago Medical-Legal Partnership
Through LCBH’s new medical-legal partnership, Healthy Housing Chicago, renters
living in Chicago’s Austin neighborhood
who are patients at Loretto Hospital or
PCC Community Wellness Center are now
able to access LCBH’s legal advice and
representation within their community.
In 2015, LCBH in collaboration with Loretto
Hospital and PCC Community Wellness Center
introduced a new medical-legal partnership
called Healthy Housing Chicago. Healthy Housing Chicago integrates LCBH’s current framework to advocate for, educate, and empower
Chicago’s low-income renters. As such, Healthy
Housing Chicago aims to limit the vicious cycle

of substandard housing and housing instability
through early intervention and referrals from
Loretto and PCC. As with all of LCBH’s primary
programs, Healthy Housing Chicago will provide
non-litigation advocacy, legal representation, and
community education and engagement.
In order to break the cycle of substandard and
unstable housing, this program’s primary goal is
to develop the tools and procedures necessary
for hospital staff to identify poor health outcomes
caused or exacerbated by substandard
housing, and provide resources to assist renters in resolving these conditions. By working with medical partners
to identify renters living in unhealthy
environments, LCBH will integrate legal

representation into the patient’s treatment
plan and shift LCBH’s legal intervention from
crisis management to early intervention and
prevention.
Contact: Cheryl Lawrence/312-784-3512/
clawrence@lcbh.org;
Mark Swartz/312-784-3520/mswartz@lcbh.org

Lawyers for the Creative Arts (LCA)
Expanded Educational Outreach and CLE Programs
LCA’s representation of individual arts clients
continued and was buttressed by significant
increases in its educational programming.
2015 was the beginning of the expansion of
LCA’s educational offerings. Its flagship Nonprofit
Workshop
drew record attendees, prompting the organization to increase
the number of
offerings
for
2016. LCA also
continues to build
on its reputation

for high-quality and cutting-edge arts law
programs for lawyers and non-lawyers alike.
In July, LCA presented a seminar based on
the widely reported jury verdict against Robin
Thicke and Pharell Williams for copyright infringement of a famous song composed and
performed by Marvin Gaye. In collaboration
with the Copyright Society of the USA and
Holland & Knight, LCA assembled a blueribbon panel including the trial expert for the
Marvin Gaye estate as well as legal and academic experts. In September, LCA paired up
with IICLE to present an all-day symposium
on the nuts and bolts of entertainment law.
LCA’s Associate Board offered two of its own

client outreach programs, including a follow-up
on the Blurred Lines seminar and a seminar to
assist the underserved theatrical community.
Numerous smaller offerings occurred throughout
the year.
Finally, LCA continued to expand its unique
Law Guide Series, preparing for the 2016 publication of the second edition of Band Law for
Bands and Dangerous Lenses: Surviving the
Perils of Film Law, an ambitious work focusing
on filmmaking.
Contact: Marci Walker/312-649-4111 x2/mrolnik@lawarts.org;
Jan Feldman/312-649-4111 x1/jfeldman@law-arts.org

Legal Aid Society of Metropolitan Family
Empowering Victims of Crime Through a Holistic Wraparound Approach to Meet Their Legal and Life Needs
The holistic model of LAS’ new Victim
Legal Assistance Network centers on an
approach whereby attorneys and social
workers work together to provide a full
range of services to clients. LAS’ hope
with this interdisciplinary model is to
weave social services into the fabric of
the legal services LAS currently provides.
The Legal Aid Society’s Victim Legal Assistance Network (VLAN) recently began providing legal services to crime victims, including
victims of domestic violence, violence resulting in injury or death, sexual assault, trafficking, identity theft, hate crime, and elder
abuse. VLAN will also provide general and

specialized services for crime victims that can
include representation for law enforcement
activities and the civil/criminal court system.
VLAN’s services include: orders of protection,
divorce and child support, crime victim compensation, counseling, immigration relief for
victims of human trafficking, domestic violence, and other crimes, and connecting clients to resources such as food, clothing, shelter, and financial assistance.
VLAN is an integrated system providing
crime victims with the spectrum of services
they need to obtain justice and rebuild their
lives. Victims are assigned to an LAS attorney
and a caseworker who will guide them

throughout the process of recovery. VLAN
collaborates with agencies that serve victims of
crime, such as legal aid services, social services, law enforcement, and civil and criminal
courts.
Contact: Bryan Johnson/312-986-4053/
johnsonb@metrofamily.org
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Life Span’s Symposium: “Custody Evaluation and Domestic Violence: Toward Best Practices”
Judges, lawyers, advocates, and mental
health professionals attended a symposium
held at DLA Piper to discuss the inherent difficulties in evaluating the best interests of
children impacted by domestic violence, what
makes an evaluation helpful, and how to use
this evidence at trial.
Custody evaluations are crucial evidence in custody cases, which may, surprisingly, mean that the
abusive parent is awarded custody of the child or
children. Why? Judges rely on the evaluator’s recommendation 70% of the time. The conference
examined how evaluations can take into consideration the impact of domestic violence on children

and on parenting, the evaluation process, how to
examine the evaluator as an expert witness, and
whether judges should be giving more direction
to evaluators. Domestic Relations Presiding Judge
Grace Dickler headed the list of Chicago’s most
knowledgeable and experienced judges, family
law attorneys, forensics psychologists, and licensed clinical social workers who presented at
the symposium. Break-out sessions utilized focused discussions based on real life cases and
issues for the 80 invited participants practicing in
Cook County. The goals of the symposium were a
better educated judiciary, evaluators who will
better reflect in their evaluations the impact of

domestic violence on children and parents,
and lawyers who can use those evaluations
in litigation as strong and reliable evidence
in their custody cases.
Contact: Denice Wolf Markham/312-408-1210/
dmarkham@life-span.org

Public Interest Law Initiative (PILI)
PILI Launches Judicial Circuit Pro Bono Committees
Judicial Circuit Pro Bono Committees are groups of lawyers and judges working to increase equal access to justice by promoting and enhancing pro bono legal services within a specific judicial circuit by:
raising awareness of the need for free or low-cost legal services; identifying and reducing barriers to providing free or low-cost legal services; promoting pro bono legal services and recruiting attorneys to
participate in existing pro bono programs; and recognizing the pro
bono contributions of attorneys.
These committees were launched by PILI in partnership with Prairie
State Legal Services and Land of Lincoln Legal Assistance Foundation

in the following circuits: Third, Fifth, Sixth, Tenth, Eleventh, and Fourteenth Circuits.
In 2015, all six committees held events during or around Pro Bono
Week, engaging over 400 attorneys and judges. Law firms, solo practitioners, and corporate legal departments in five judicial circuits have signed
the Illinois Pro Bono Pledge, recognizing their responsibility to increase
access to justice in Illinois. In the past year, committees have provided
numerous CLEs for pro bono volunteers, piloted help desks and courthouse
projects, and facilitated forums on Pro Bono for area attorneys.

Legal Prep Charter Academy Community Law Clinic
In 2015, PILI’s Alumni Network Leadership Council partnered with
Chicago Volunteer Legal Services (CVLS) and Legal Prep Charter
Academy to offer a monthly community law clinic for Legal Prep’s
students’ families and neighbors in the Garfield Park neighborhood.
The clinic is primarily staffed by PILI Alumni spanning 38 years, as
well as by PILI Alumni and supporters from law firms adopting clinic
dates. In 2015, attorneys from Brinks Gilson & Lione, Reed Smith
LLP, and Kirkland & Ellis LLP volunteered at the clinic and continued

working on cases with clients. At this early point, the Clinic is still growing
and appointments are being actively sought. Yet in 2015, 26 attorneys
volunteered, 31 community members met with attorneys, and 20 clients
received follow-up legal assistance.

PILI Intern Stipend Increase Put in Motion
PILI has been funding Law Student Interns at public interest law
organizations for almost 40 years, and this past year PILI funded more
summer and school-year Interns than ever. The Law Student Internship Program has grown by 41% over the past five years. The program
has also grown geographically, with PILI Interns now serving thousands of clients in five locations across the state. PILI Interns haven’t
had a raise in their stipend since 2005, and since that time the cost of
housing, transportation, food, and other expenses have gone up. PILI
will raise Intern stipends from $5,000 to $5,500 in 2016 and then to
$6,000 in 2018.

Contact: Michael Bergmann/312-832-5129/mbergmann@pili.org;
Katie Pieper/312-832-5128/kpieper@pili.org
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World Relief Chicago (WRC)
Immigrant Legal Services Program
WRC’s Immigrant Legal Services Program served 1,634 unduplicated
clients in FY 2015. This represents an increase of 26% in the number of
clients served compared to the previous fiscal year. WRC continued to
provide free naturalization services, conducting outreach services to
650 Legal Permanent Residents and providing legal screening and assistance with citizenship applications to 524 Legal Permanent Residents.
WRC continued to provide affordable immigration-related legal assistance to victims of domestic violence and/or certain violent crimes and
their children by helping them file Violence Against Women Act (VAWA)
-Immigration self-petitions, U Visa petitions, as well as waivers of the
spousal joint filing requirement for the Petition to Remove the Conditions of Residence (based on them having been battered or subjected
to extreme cruelty by their U.S. citizen or Legal Permanent Resident

spouses). In addition, WRC assisted with 171 Applications for Adjustment
of Status to that of Legal Permanent Residence, including applications
based on family relationships, the Cuban Adjustment Act, on Refugee
Status, and other categories. The Immigrant Legal Services Program
expanded its services and has been assisting clients with the filing of
Provisional Waivers of Inadmissibility due to unlawful presence in the
U.S., which allows intending immigrants to pursue consular processing
without triggering a ten-year-reentry bar.
Contact: Daniel Stutz/773-681-8566/DStutz@wr.org

Cases, Class Actions & Systemic Litigation
Access Living
Rosecrance Recovery Home

Discrimination Against Deaf Home Seekers

Individuals in recovery gain critical access to services.

Access Living filed a “sweep” of five cases in federal court to
draw attention to the issue of discrimination against home seekers who are Deaf or hard of hearing. The cases are based on five
phone-based fair housing tests. Kirkland & Ellis LLP is co-counsel
on each case.

Access Living collaborated with representatives and attorneys of
Rosecrance, which provides a range of services for people in recovery
from dependency on alcohol or drugs. Individuals in recovery from drug
or alcohol dependency are covered as persons with disabilities under
the Fair Housing Act and other anti-discrimination laws. Rosecrance
applied to the Chicago Zoning Board of Appeals (ZBA) to build and
operate a recovery/sober home for young adults in the Lakeview neighborhood of Chicago. The application was met with rather ugly and vocal
opposition by some members of the Lakeview community. Access Living advised Rosecrance regarding public relations strategies and legal
issues. The matter was the subject of a contested, full day hearing
before the ZBA, which ultimately approved Rosecrance’s application.

For each test, a non-disabled tester called a housing provider on a
regular phone and a Deaf tester called a housing provider using the Internet Protocol Relay System (IP Relay). IP Relay is an internet-based
system that allows people who are Deaf or hard of hearing to communicate by telephone with the assistance of a relay operator. The five tests
that formed the basis for the five federal cases revealed discrimination
against the Deaf testers. The Deaf testers were hung-up on, steered
away, or otherwise mistreated. The federal complaints were all filed on
the same day to generate media attention and send a message to housing providers in the Chicago area that they must provide equal access
and equal opportunity to people with hearing impairments or they risk
being named in a federal lawsuit. In part due to a press conference Access Living held to announce the filings, Fox Chicago, ABC 7, Public Radio, Univision, Progress Illinois, and ADAPT Productions reported on the
cases. To date, three of the cases have settled. Two of the settlements,
among other things, require the Defendant housing providers to reserve
a certain number of units for consumers with disabilities who are transitioning out of nursing homes.
Contact: Ken Walden/312-640-2136/kwalden@accessliving.org
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Catholic Charities Legal Assistance (CCLA)
Subsidized Senior Housing Eviction Defense
A combination of social services and zealous legal advocacy
preserves a senior’s home.
“Tara,” a resident in senior subsidized housing, sought CCLA’s assistance after she received an eviction notice for non-payment of rent. In
the months before Tara had trouble with her rent payment, her health
had declined and she needed additional medical attention.

sistance in purchasing prescription glasses and obtaining medical documentation that demonstrated a need for a reasonable accommodation.
The court granted CCLA’s motion for summary judgment, and the eviction
case was dismissed. Through CCLA’s eviction defense and collaboration
with Catholic Charities social services, Tara was able to keep her subsidy
and remain in her apartment.

After conducting a legal needs assessment, CCLA learned that Tara
had numerous health conditions. She struggled to meet her medical
needs because she had limited income and little to no family support.
With the client’s permission, CCLA made Catholic Charities intraagency referrals to various social service programs. She received as-

Probate Minor Guardianship Matter
Guardianship protects children after their mother’s death.
After Jennifer’s sister died of cancer, she became her three nieces’
caretaker. The girls’ father, Jack, was an alcoholic, who often turned
physically violent against their mother. Although the girls loved their
father, they also feared him. The girls felt safe being with their father
only in the presence of their mother or their Aunt Jennifer.
CCLA represented Jennifer on her petition for guardianship of her
three minor nieces. When Jennifer served Jack with the petition, he
threatened to take the girls from Jennifer even though they had never
been under his care. He warned Jennifer that he was coming to her
home to take the girls. Jennifer tried to reason with Jack, reminding
him that he had never cared for the children and of all the responsibili-

ties that come with raising three little girls. Jack warned Jennifer “to watch
out.”
Jennifer shared with CCLA that she was frightened for the safety of her
nieces and herself. In court, Jack opposed the guardianship proceedings.
CCLA demonstrated that it was in the girls’ best interest to remain with
Jennifer, and the court granted her guardianship. Jennifer’s nieces remain
protected under her care, while maintaining a safe relationship with their
father.
Contact: Hilda Bahena/312-948-6983/hbahena@catholiccharities.net

Center for Economic Progress (CEP) Tax Clinic
Erroneous Application of IRS Penalties
CEP’s Rand victory on the matter of IRS’
incorrect calculation of penalties on excess
refunds received by taxpayers resulted in
168,635 taxpayers receiving $215.6 billion
in refunds from the IRS in 2014 and 2015.
A small case involving erroneously claimed
refundable tax credits and accuracy-related
penalties on underpayment of tax under §§6662
and 6664 of the Internal Revenue Code has
resulted in refunds of $215.6 million in similarly
assessed penalties to 168,635 taxpayers nationwide.
Petitioners mistakenly claimed the earned
income credit and child tax credit on their 2008
federal income tax return for a $7,327 refund.

After audit, the IRS determined that the
couple actually owed $144 in income tax for
the year, and the couple agreed to the assessment. The IRS further calculated that
the couple had underpaid their 2008 income
tax by $8,127 instead of the $144 they
owed by combining their refund, interest on
the refund, and the balance due to arrive at
a tax underpayment of negative $8,127 and
a penalty of $1,625.40.
CEP’s Tax Clinic enlisted pro-bono attorney
Andrew Roberson of McDermott Will & Emery to represent the Rands. The U.S. Tax
Court held that the IRS formula was not
authorized by statute and the Rands’ under-

payment for 2008 was, in fact, $0.
The IRS responded by refunding $215.6 million
in similar penalties to taxpayers harmed by the
IRS’ impermissible calculation formula.
Citation: Rand v. Commissioner of Internal Revenue, 141
T.C. No. 12. (U.S. Tax Court)
Contact: Paul R. Harrison/312-630-0274/
pharrison@economicprogress.org
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Chicago Alliance Against Sexual Exploitation (CAASE)
Successful Petition Using New Enforcement Mechanism for the Crime Victims Bill of Rights
By utilizing the new enforcement mechanism in the Illinois Constitution's Crime
Victims Bill of Rights, CAASE helps ensure
that all persons involved in the criminal
justice system, including victims, receive
the rights to which they are entitled under
the law.
In 2015, CAASE successfully petitioned to
intervene on behalf of a victim-witness in an
ongoing criminal sexual assault trial and obtained a decision reversing an order that violated
the victim's constitutional rights. Without prior
notice to the victim or a hearing, as required by

the Illinois Constitution, the judge in the case
had granted the defense's request to subpoena
the victim's rape crisis counseling records, as
well as confidential mental health records. In
October, CAASE staff attorney Rachel Johnson
intervened on the victim's behalf in the case
and, with the support of the Assistant State's
Attorney, convinced the judge to reverse his
previous order and deny the subpoena request
for both the privileged rape crisis records and
the confidential mental health records. With
this result, the victim's privacy and ability to
seek confidential counseling after trauma was
protected.

Contact: Christine Evans/773-244-2230/
cme@caase.org

Chicago Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights Under Law (CLCCRUL)
Fair Housing Investigations
Fair housing investigations led to settlement in a systemic testing case as well as a revealing report on the current enforcement of Cook County’s Source of Income amendment from 2013.
CLCCRUL, along with Open Communities, conducted a systemic testing investigation of a north shore rental property management company which revealed that the company and related housing providers
were illegally refusing to grant reasonable accommodations to “no pet”
policies for testers with service or support animals. Jessica Schneider of
CLCCRUL and Linton Childs of Sidley Austin LLP filed a complaint
against the U.S. Department of Housing (HUD) and the Illinois Department of Human Rights (IDHR) and settled the case with monetary damages for both organizations as well as required training and a new policy for each agency.

amendment two years ago, housing providers are still illegally refusing to
rent to tenants and treating them differently because of their Housing
Choice Vouchers. The report, which can be found at www.clccrul.org,
included recommendations for government agencies to better enforce the
law and promote equity and fair housing throughout the Chicago area.
Contact: Betsy Shuman-Moore/312-630-9744/bshumanmoore@clccrul.org

Additionally, a recent investigation conducted by CLCCRUL, HOPE Fair
Housing Center, Open Communities, and South Suburban Housing Center revealed that despite passage of Cook County’s Source of Income

Chicago Legal Clinic (CLC)
Recent CLC Victories
CLC helped a family save their home from foreclosure.

CLC saved a client from garnishment and other financial hardships.

A Spanish-speaking client and his daughter were unable to convert
to a permanent loan modification and they could not figure out why.
Once a Clinic attorney stepped in, it was determined that there were
multiple liens (including large tax liens) put on the property unfairly.
The client names were very common names, and it turned out that the
liens were for different people with the same name, not CLC’s clients.
The Clinic filed breach of contract counterclaims as well as an ICFA
unfair business practices counterclaim. Once the bank saw these
claims, they had everyone on the title sign affidavits assuring the bank
that these liens were not CLC’s clients’ liens. After the affidavits were
processed, the clients received a new loan modification offer with
$163,632.94 of principal forgiveness. They are extremely happy and
grateful to have saved their home.

A client came to CLC’s Chancery Advice Desk seeking assistance with
her foreclosure case. The foreclosure action involved her deceased mother’s property, which the client had been staying in. The Plaintiff secured
the property and prevented CLC’s client from accessing the property. This
was done prior to the Order of Possession being entered by the
Judge. CLC attorneys drafted an Emergency Motion to Regain Possession
as the Plaintiff had unlawfully secured a property that was still occupied
and which they had no right to take possession of. The Judge granted the
client’s motion and ordered that the Plaintiff remove all the locks they
installed.
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Chicago Legal Clinic (CLC)
Recent CLC Victories Cont’d
CLC was able to correct a client’s erroneous
child support order and prevent an enforcement action.
A pro se litigant father agreed to pay $595 biweekly in child support for two children. He
signed an “agreed” order that he thought was for
$595 bi-weekly, but was actually for $595 weekly. He noticed the error after a few weeks when
the incorrect amount was withheld from his
paycheck. He contacted the mother’s attorney to
point out the mistake, and the attorney told the
litigant he would get it corrected. Several
months went by, but the amount being withheld
from the litigant’s check did not change.

Ultimately, 20 months later, the litigant
filed a two-sentence pro se motion, presented it to the court, and was referred by the
judge to CLC’s Parentage and Child Support
Advice Desk. A CLC attorney prepared an
affidavit for the litigant and instructed him to
return with pay records showing his income
at the time the agreed order was entered.
When the litigant returned with the signed
affidavit and pay records, CLC prepared an
amended petition to vacate the support
order or, in the alternative, to correct the
order nunc pro tunc. The litigant filed the
amended motion, and the court granted his
motion to correct the order nunc pro tunc to

$595 bi-weekly.
CLC’s assistance ensured that the litigant had
a proper vehicle to enable the order to be corrected. Further, the litigant was facing enforcement actions for not paying $595 per week.
After the order was corrected, the Illinois Department of Healthcare and Family Services
adjusted its records to show that the litigant
was not in arrears and should not be subject to
enforcement actions.
Contact: Ed Grossman/773-731-1762/
egrossman@clclaw.org

Chicago Volunteer Legal Services (CVLS)
CVLS Pro Bono Attorneys Win Housing Voucher Termination Appeals
Appellate Court overturned a termination of voucher because
the client’s reporting mistakes were innocent.

Appellate Court overturned an HACC voucher termination because
it was based on improper evidence.

In Lipscomb v. HACC (handled by Peter Bartoszek of Kirkland & Ellis
LLP), the Housing Authority of Cook County (HACC) terminated a family’s voucher for two inconsistent reasons: failure to report a daughter’s
income (which presupposes she lived in the subsidized unit) and failure
to report that daughter moving out of the unit before she started earning the income. The Appellate Court reversed. In its opinion, the court
affirmed that the HACC needed to consider key mitigating factors and
found Ms. Lipscomb’s reporting mistakes largely innocent.

In Miles v. HACC, the HACC terminated the participant’s voucher for her
son’s alleged criminal activity. However, the only evidence of the crime
was an arrest report and an email exchange between a police officer and
HACC personnel. The court found three independent bases to reverse:
The hearsay violated the participant’s due process rights; it was unreliable; and it violated the HACC’s own administrative plan.

Citation: Lipscomb v. HACC, 2015 IL App (1st) 142793

Contact: Matthew Hulstein/312-332-8217/mhulstein@cvls.org;
Patricia Nelson/312-332-5539/pnelson@cvls.org

Citation: Miles v. HACC, 2015 IL App (1st) 141292

Domestic Violence Legal Clinic (DVLC)
Domestic Violence and Family Law
Increasingly holistic services and strong community connections
allow DVLC to serve vulnerable populations.
Neda was a very recent immigrant from the Middle East when she
came to DVLC. Her husband had beaten her on a regular basis over the
course of their marriage and had recently attacked her. When Neda fled
with the kids to a shelter, her husband tracked them down. They relocated to a second shelter, which allowed them to stay the night, but
could not offer them a bed or food. When the family arrived at DVLC,
Neda and her children were hungry, exhausted, and terrified.
That day, however, Equal Justice Works Fellow Ginger Devaney won
an emergency motion for Neda and with an Order of Protection in place,
DVLC helped her find a safer place to stay. Over the next few months,
Neda’s husband repeatedly stalked and harassed her. DVLC attorneys
worked closely with domestic violence advocates and law enforcement

to ensure that Neda had the support necessary to withstand the ordeal
and that the order was properly enforced. After initially hesitating to get
her husband in trouble, Neda chose to
divorce him. With assistance from
DVLC attorney Brent Movitz, Neda
obtained a divorce and sole custody of
her children. She now has a job and
an apartment of her own. She reports
that the divorce from her husband is
the best thing that has ever happened
to her.
Contact: Margaret Duval/312-325-9165/
mduval@dvlcchicago.org
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Equip for Equality (EFE)
EFE Secured Three Emergency Court Orders to Ensure Thousands of People with Disabilities
Keep Receiving Services Despite Budget Impasse
Because of the state budget impasse, community services obtained for over 8,000
people with disabilities under three different class actions were at serious risk. By
securing three emergency court orders,
people with disabilities were able to remain
in the community.
EFE is co-counsel in three community integration class actions (Ligas v. Harwood, Williams v.
Rauner, and Colbert v. Rauner). The State entered into Consent Decrees in all three cases
requiring the State to allocate sufficient funding
to ensure that class members can move from
institutions into the community with the supports
they need to be successful. To date, approxi-

mately 8,000 people have received community
services under the three Consent Decrees. In
FFY 2015, the State failed to adopt a budget
and the State Comptroller advised that she
would not continue payments for the three
cases without a court order. Without continued
payment, EFE’s clients were at significant risk
of moving back into institutions. Accordingly,
EFE and its co-counsel filed three emergency
motions and secured court orders requiring the
State to continue payments until the budget
impasse was resolved. In one of the cases, the
State failed to comply with the order, and EFE
had to move for contempt to make the State
comply. The budget impasse is now in its sixth

month, and during this period, payments for
class members have continued unabated.
Contact: Barry C. Taylor/312-895-7317/
barryt@equipforequality.org

Precedent Setting Ruling Will Provide More Community Living
Opportunities for People with Disabilities
This case focused on the State’s authority
to close institutions and expand community service options for people with developmental disabilities. The ruling by the
7th Circuit established an important precedent.

close Murray and guardians of residents filed a
lawsuit seeking to stop the closure. After losing
at the trial court, the guardians appealed to
the 7th Circuit. EFE drafted an amicus brief
that provided the court with research demonstrating that people with disabilities have a
better quality of life living in the community.
Numerous disability and legal aid groups
signed onto the amicus brief. The 7th Circuit
rejected the guardians’ claims under the ADA
and Medicaid, and held that the State could
close Murray and expand community services.
The Court specifically highlighted the research
on the benefits of community living cited in

EFE’s amicus brief. This ruling establishes an
important precedent that will enable the
State to continue to reduce its reliance upon
institutions and increase services for people
with disabilities in the community.

EFE brought to light troubling and illegal
questions about charter school practices,
followed by a white paper suggesting
steps that would cost schools nothing,
but would ensure that the charter school
admissions process welcomes all students.

also triggered conversations where charter
school staff discourage families from enrolling.
Some applications include questions about:

-discrimination statements required by federal law. EFE called on charter schools to fix
these problems in the next round of application materials for fall 2016. The EFE white
paper reported on these practices and made
recommendations for a non-discriminatory
and welcoming enrollment process.

EFE received press coverage and meetings
with City and State education leaders due to
its state-wide audit of every charter school in
Illinois. EFE discovered that many charter
schools include application questions that are
improper or illegal. The questions may discourage students with disabilities and others
from applying to charter schools. They have

• Language or country of origin;

Recognizing a national trend to increase
community-based services for people with
disabilities and the proven benefits of community living, the 7th Circuit ruled that guardians
of residents of Murray Developmental Center,
located in Centralia, Illinois, cannot stop the
State of Illinois from closing the facility.
In 2012, the State announced its plan to

Citation: Illinois League of Advocates for the Developmentally Disabled v. Illinois Department of Human Services, 60 F.Supp.3d 856 (7th Cir. 2015)
Contact: Deborah Kennedy/312-895-7304/
deborah@equipforequality.org;
Barry Taylor/312-895-7317/
barryt@equipforequality.org

Charter School Practices

• Disability status, special education, or other
related services;
• English Language-Learner services;
• Social Security number;
• Grades, test scores, references, or criminal
history; and
• Income or public benefits status.
EFE found that in some cases, charter
schools failed to provide information to parents
about the application process, created unnecessary barriers to enrollment, and omitted non

Contact: Olga Pribyl/312-895-7321/
olga@equipforequality.org
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Family Defense Center (FDC)
Administrative Procedure Act Class Action for Adopting Emergency Rule with No Emergency
Following expungement of over 26,000 names from the DCFS
State Central Register in 2013 and 2015, FDC filed a challenge
to the continued refusal to expunge the names of persons indicated between January 1 and May 31, 2014 (estimated 2,000
people).
Etonia C. was a domestic violence victim who was indicated as a neglectful parent simply for being a victim. During the time her case was
indicated, there was only an “emergency rule” in effect. In a class action lawsuit, Etonia argues on behalf of an estimated 2,000 similarly

situated class members that there was no emergency justification for the
rule under which she was indicated since the Illinois Supreme Court had
ruled the prior rule void in March 2013, giving the Illinois Department of
Children & Family Services (DCFS) ample time before January 1, 2014 in
which to adopt a lawful rule. The class certification motion is pending.
FDC represents the class with pro bono counsel at Barnes Thornburg LLP.
Citation: Etonia C. v. IDCFS (class certification pending)

FDC Challenged Label of Neglect for “Inadequate Supervision”
Natasha Felix’s case has received national attention, thanks to
advocacy by FDC and its pro bono partner Winston & Strawn
LLP. Natasha was labeled a neglectful parent and unable to pursue her career due to allowing her children to play in the park
next to her home.
The Family Defense Center has had several appellate court cases
(with law firm co-counsel in each case) challenging the label of neglect
for parents who are accused of “inadequate supervision” under a DCFS
rule that FDC claims is unlawful. The most widely known of its cases is
the one FDC has pursued for Natasha Felix. Natasha let her children,
ages 11, 9, and 5, play in a park next to her Chicago apartment for 30
to 40 minutes while she looked out her window to check on them every
10 minutes. A stranger called the DCFS Hotline and Natasha was held
responsible (“indicated”) for child neglect. The finding was sustained at

two levels of review (administrative hearing and circuit court) on the
ground that the 11-year-old boy had ADHD and a special education plan,
even though no evidence had been presented that this meant he couldn’t
play outside or watch his siblings. DCFS agreed to expunge the finding
after media attention, including a Tribune editorial, and threats of class
action litigation by FDC to invalidate
the “inadequate supervision” rule.
Citation: Natasha Felix v. DCFS (Illinois
Appellate Court, final order of expungement
granted 12/11/15)
Contact: Diane L. Redleaf/312-251-9800
x11/diane@familydefensecenter.net

Lawndale Christian Legal Center (LCLC)
Victory in Police Brutality Bench Trial
LCLC attorneys won a bench trial for a 16year-old girl falsely accused of aggravated
battery of a police officer after officers unlawfully attacked her brother at a family
New Year’s party.
A 16-year-old LCLC youth, “Alana,” was
charged with aggravated battery of a police
officer while video evidence clearly showed that
she was innocent. After a prank call brought
them to Alana’s house during a New Year’s party, police remained in the house unlawfully. They
then, without provocation, tackled Alana’s 21year-old brother to the ground and pepper
sprayed him in a crowded hallway of family
members. Alana, as well as her baby nephew,
were pepper sprayed. When Alana got water to
put in the baby’s eyes, police arrested her and
wrote a false police report alleging that she had
pushed an officer. Despite clear video evidence

that this was not the case, the state’s attorney refused to drop the charges. At trial,
LCLC attorneys confronted the officers with
the video of the event, forcing the officers to
admit on cross-examination that they had
lied in their police reports. LCLC won Alana’s
juvenile bench trial and Alana was acquitted
of all charges. Her background is clear, paving the way both for her bright
future and for a possible future civil
suit against the officers.
Contact: Cliff Nellis/773-762-6381/
cnellis@lclc.net
Danae Kovac/773-762-6383/
dkovac@lclc.net
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LAF
LAF Successfully Sues CHA to Preserve Badly Needed Public Housing on Chicago’s Near North Side
LAF negotiated a consent decree that
requires Chicago Housing Authority
(CHA) to develop 1,800 units of subsidized housing for low-income families on
Chicago’s Near North Side as Cabrini
Green replacement housing.
After promising to rehabilitate the Cabrini
Rowhouses, CHA displaced the residents by
temporarily relocating some to developments
on Chicago’s South Side and by issuing temporary housing vouchers to others. Almost all
the families found themselves in racially segregated and economically depressed neighborhoods with limited opportunities. After
rehabilitating just one quarter of the units,

CHA announced that it would convert the
Rowhouses into a mixed-income development where only a small percentage of the
units would be reserved for public housing
residents. This new plan eliminated several
hundred units of low-income housing in an
opportunity area where residents had access
to good schools, transportation, and jobs.
Together with Sidley Austin LLP, LAF filed a
federal lawsuit alleging a violation of the Fair
Housing Act on behalf of the Cabrini Green
Local Advisory Council (LAC). After more
than two years of litigation, LAF negotiated a
consent decree that requires CHA to bring
back 1,800 subsidized housing units to the
Near North Side. In addition, the vacant

Cabrini Rowhouses will be redeveloped as an
affordable housing community where 65% of the
units will be set aside for low-income families.
Citation: Cabrini Green Local Advisory Council v. Chicago
Housing Authority, 13 C 3642
Contact: Elizabeth Rosenthal/312-347-8368/
erosenthal@lafchicago.org;
Lawrence Wood/312-347-8330/lwood@lafchicago.org

Crooked Home Repair Business that Preyed on African-American Seniors is Shuttered
LAF worked with the Illinois Attorney
General’s Office to shut down notorious
home repair contractor Mark Diamond
who fraudulently offered home improvements, primarily to seniors of color, taking their money while doing little or no
work.
Diamond’s practice was to arrange the financing, then directly obtain the maximum
available funds from clients’ mortgage loans
while failing to provide legally required consumer rights disclosures, charging far more

than the value of the intended improvements,
and then doing grossly substandard work. In
recent years, he has used reverse mortgages
to prey upon elderly African-American victims,
skimming hundreds of thousands of dollars in
home equity from hardworking homeowners
on the West Side of Chicago. LAF attorneys
represented more than a dozen victims of this
scam and obtained recovery of over $250,000
from Diamond and other responsible parties.
As a result of a close partnership between LAF
and the Illinois Attorney General’s Office, the
AG got an injunction in June 2015 to perma-

nently shut down his operations. LAF supplied
valuable information that was critical for the
AG’s prosecution, and several LAF clients testified in the hearings that led to the injunction.
See LAF’s Michelle Weinberg in a WGN TV report
at
http://wgntv.com/2015/01/22/reverse mortgage-scam-targets-elderly-women/.
Contact: Michelle Weinberg/312-347-8363/
MWeinberg@lafchicago.org;
Jim Brady/312-347-8361/JBrady@lafchicago.org

Legal Aid Organizations Served as Amici Curiae to Secure Important Rights for Low-Income Families
LAF and fellow legal aid organizations
serving as amici curiae obtained significant victories in the areas of housing,
bankruptcy, and consumer rights before
the Illinois Appellate Court, the Illinois
Supreme Court, and the Seventh Circuit
Court of Appeals.
LAF, Lawyers’ Committee for Better Housing, Sargent Shriver National Center on Poverty Law, and Uptown People’s Law Center
filed an amicus brief in Shadid v. Sims. In a
case of first impression, the appellate court
held that a forcible defendant may recover
attorneys’ fees for prevailing on a counterclaim brought under the Chicago Residential
Landlords and Tenants Ordinance.

LAF, in conjunction with the National Consumer Bankruptcy Rights Center, filed an
amicus brief in In re Brooks supporting Ms.
Brooks in her Chapter 13 bankruptcy proceeding. The Seventh Circuit opinion affirmed the
lower court’s ruling, citing data from the amicus brief, that recipients of child support did
not have to include the child support payments when calculating the income available
to pay creditors.
LAF filed an amicus brief in a case before
the Illinois Supreme Court, where the Court
adopted LAF’s position that each consumer
whose ownership interest in his or her primary
residence is subject to the risk of loss is entitled to Truth In Lending (TILA) disclosures

and has the right of rescission under TILA.
Citations: Shadid v. Sims 2015 IL App (1st) 141973; In
re Brooks, 784 F.3d 380 (7th Cir. 2015); Financial Freedom Acquisition, LLC v. Standard Bank & Trust Co., 15
IL 117950
Contact: Lawrence Wood/312-347-8330/
lwood@lafchicago.org;
David Yen/312-347-8372/dyen@lafchicago.org; Michelle
Weinberg/312-347-8363/mweinberg@lafchicago.org
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Legal Aid Society of Metropolitan Family Services (LAS)
Protecting and Empowering Families by Providing Equal Access to Justice
LAS works hard to empower clients in need. One client, after
separating from her husband, was desperate for her son’s return when the husband took him away. She was unable to get
help until she came to LAS. “My child is the most important
person to me, and my world was about to end without him,” the
client says. The ex-husband had turned their son against the
client; the son began disrespecting his mother, yelling
at her and almost physically abusing her.

Therapy and counseling at Metropolitan Family Services
helped change the son’s attitude toward his mother, and the
son became loving and respectful again. LAS provided the client
excellent legal representation, working with the client until the
divorce was finalized. “Metropolitan and the Legal Aid Society
feel like family,” the client adds. “Throughout the whole process
everything was clear to me, and I knew I was in good hands.”

One day an LAS client’s husband beat her in front of
their son. Soon after the husband threatened the client with a
gun. Their son jumped between them, begging his father not to
kill the client. The son, who had never seen this side of his father, started having nightmares. He and the client needed counseling, and found it at Metropolitan Family Services.

also secured significant financial resources for the
client, which enabled her to attend school and purchase a
home. The client is now free, helping others as a hospice nurse
and enjoying life. She says without the legal help and counseling she received from the LAS and Metropolitan Family Services, “I don’t know where I would be.”

“Counseling…helped him to open up and see that I made the
best decision in getting him, and that I was trying to save both
our lives,” the client says. And help from LAS – including successfully handling a highly-litigated divorce – was essential. LAS

Contact: Yolanda Delgado/312-986-4048/delgadyo@metrofamily.org

Legal Council for Health Justice (LCHJ)
Access to In-Home Nursing Services for Medicaid-Eligible Children with Significant Medical Impairments
This class action lawsuit challenges the Illinois Department of
Healthcare and Family Services’ (HFS’) decision to terminate inhome nursing services for hundreds of children who would no
longer be able to live with their families without such services.
The federal court has entered preliminary relief that halted reduction in nursing services.
LCHJ staff and private attorney Robert Farley represent hundreds of
Medicaid-eligible children with significant medical impairments who
have been receiving in-home nursing services that allow them to remain with their families instead of living in institutional settings. HFS
reviewed these children’s cases and recommended that nursing services be zeroed out for the majority of the class members. In the lawsuit, plaintiffs argue that defendant HFS has violated due process because it has failed to publish or otherwise identify the standard it is

using to review eligibility for nursing services and because the notices it
sent out regarding termination of services were insufficient. Plaintiffs also
assert that the eligibility standard violates the Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnostic, and Treatment (EPSDT) provisions of the federal Medicaid
Act. The federal court has entered a stay preventing reduction of in-home
nursing services while this case is being litigated. As a result, hundreds of
children remain with their families as they receive in-home nursing services.
Citation: M.A. v. Norwood, No. 15-3116 (N.D. Ill.)
Contact: Shannon Ackenhausen/312-605-1952/shannon@legalcouncil.org
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Life Span
Divorce Involving Domestic Violence, Sexual Violence, and Cultural Issues
Life Span successfully represented a South Asian client who had
undergone dangerous abuse at the hands of her husband, recovering her dowry jewelry, which was of extreme importance
to her, as well as maintenance and cash.
Kevin Patrick Curran represented PC in a divorce case filed by her
husband, SB. The parties were married in Nepal and were married for
about two years. SB filed for divorce, but PC remained in the marital
home with him because she had nowhere else to go. SB sexually assaulted her while the divorce was pending, and Life Span’s attorney
was then successful in obtaining an order of protection and exclusive
possession of the house for her. In part because of Life Span’s advocacy, SB was criminally charged. The judge refused to continue the trial
in the divorce case while the criminal case was pending. Life Span’s
attorney was able to secure her $6,500 in maintenance, an additional

$2,000 for the share of a marital bank account, and the return of several
pieces of her dowry jewelry. Life Span’s attorney educated the judge
about the importance of the dowry in PC’s culture, and the client received
enough money to begin a new life.

Contact: Denice Wolf Markham/312-408-1210/dmarkham@life-span.org;
Kevin Patrick Curran/312-408-1210/kcurran@life-span.org

Attorney Wins Maintenance Award for DV Victim While Defending Her Against an Order of Protection
An abused Syrian immigrant connected with an Arabic-speaking
attorney of Iraqi origins, and their cultural affinity helped the
victim endure a grueling six-hour hearing in which she obtained
a significant maintenance award.
Nour Bahrani Otremba represented a victim in an order of protection
defense case initiated by her husband. Life Span’s client, DS, emigrated
from Syria to live with her new husband, MH, a Chicago police officer.
DS does not speak English and did not work. MH was physically and
emotionally abusive and frequently threatened DS with his gun. In
early 2015, MH put a gun to DS’s head and threatened to kill her and
himself. She called 911. He was hospitalized and stripped of his police
powers. In retaliation, MH obtained an emergency order of protection
(EOP) against the victim alleging that DS was harassing him by attempting to get him fired from his job. The victim was rendered home-

less as a result. Life Span came into the case to vacate the EOP, respond
to the divorce MH filed, and obtain an emergency maintenance award.
After a six-hour hearing including testimony from a sergeant with the
CPD’s Internal Affairs Division, the EOP was vacated and DS was granted
$1,000 per month in maintenance. Because of Life Span’s services, this
client was able to find housing and feel safe. The judge was educated
about police-perpetrated domestic violence, and that when a victim complains to CPD that an officer is abusive, the victim’s conduct is not harassment.
Contact: Denice Wolf Markham/312-408-1210/dmarkham@life-span.org;
Nour Bahrani Otremba/312-408-1210/notremba@life-span.org

Sargent Shriver National Center on Poverty Law & Legal Council for Health Justice (LCHJ)
Continuation of Medicaid Program During Budget Impasse
The Rauner Administration announced its intent to stop making
payments to Medicaid providers in FY16 because of the lack of
appropriations for FY16. For 3 million low-income Illinois Medicaid beneficiaries, this would have meant a loss of access to
medical care. On behalf of all state Medicaid beneficiaries, the
Shriver Center and LCHJ attorneys obtained court orders
(enforcing existing consent decrees) to keep Medicaid providers
who would otherwise have had to cut access or close entirely.
Over the summer, the State of Illinois announced it would not pay
Medicaid providers for services provided on or after July 1, 2015 because of the state budget impasse. That led to the real possibility that
Medicaid recipients in Illinois would lose critical access to health care
because of the State’s refusal to pay for care provided on and after July
1, 2015. To ensure that Medicaid recipients would be able to receive all
necessary medical care on a continuing basis, LCHJ attorney Tom Yates
and Shriver Center attorneys Stephanie Altman, John Bouman, and Dan
Lesser, together with attorneys at Goldberg Kohn, returned to court to
enforce two consent decrees from prior litigation that guaranteed access

to medical care. One consent decree, Memisovski, is a 2005 remedial
order, which followed from a 2004 decision on the merits holding the
state was not providing adequate access to care for children on Medicaid
in Cook County. The 2005 remedial order requires access to care for
children, and failing to make Medicaid payments during the budget impasse would cause a reduction of access and thus violate the order. The
other consent decree, Beeks, is a 1993 settlement order requiring Medicaid to remain open during budget impasses.
Federal Judge Joan Lefkow is handling both cases and has ordered the
state to pay Medicaid providers on a rolling basis to ensure continuing
access to health care treatment. The process will be ongoing until the
budget is settled, and this victory ensures that all Illinois Medicaid beneficiaries will continue to receive vital access to health care.
Citation: Memisovski v. Maram; Beeks v. Bradley
Contact: John Bouman/312-368-2671/johnbouman@povertylaw.org;
Tom Yates/312-605-1958/tom@legalcouncil.org
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Policy Changes & Legislation
Chicago Alliance Against Sexual Exploitation (CAASE) & Cabrini Green Legal Aid (CGLA)
Putting An End to the Unjust Criminalization of Prostituted and Trafficked Persons
Working together, CAASE, CGLA, and other organizations within
the End Demand Illinois Coalition succeeded in getting legislation passed that provides an affirmative defense to the criminal
charge of prostitution if a person demonstrates they are a victim of trafficking.
The legislation proposed an affirmative defense for people charged
with prostitution, allowing them to prove that they engaged in prostitution as a result of human trafficking as defined by state law. It also
created a safety procedure that is the first of its kind in the nation,
requiring courts to provide private and safe conditions for prostituted
people to raise their concerns and possible defenses away from the
view of pimps and traffickers. The procedure was developed in collaboration with CGLA’s Visible Voice members, whose firsthand experience
provided valuable insight and guidance. The bill passed the Illinois
General Assembly in May and was signed by Governor Rauner in July

2015. The law, which amends the Illinois Criminal Code, was effective
immediately.
On a related note, CGLA and partner domestic violence agencies succeeded in getting legislation passed to rectify another wrong in the criminal legal system – that victims of domestic violence did not always have
their status as a victim considered by the courts in criminal prosecutions.
The law provides that the courts should consider whether a person is a
victim of domestic violence when evaluating mitigation during sentencing,
and also provides a mechanism for incarcerated survivors to petition for a
modification of their sentence if the court did not consider that factor
during the criminal proceeding.
Citation: Illinois Public Act 99-0109; Illinois Public Act 99-0384
Contact: Christine Evans/773-244-2230/cme@caase.org;
Beth Johnson/312-738-2452 x419/bethjohnson@cgla.net

Family Defense Center (FDC)
“When Can Parents Let Children Be Alone?” Report and Advocacy
FDC issued a major report documenting nearly two dozen cases
involving so-called “inadequate supervision” when parents let
children be alone, including playing in the park, walking home
from school, playing in their backyards, and being left in a car
while a parent runs a quick errand.
Over 20,000 parents, primarily low income and minorities, are investigated for “inadequate supervision” every year in Illinois, and approximately 7,000 are indicated as guilty of child neglect, often for reasonable parenting decisions. In order to create a climate for policy change,
FDC undertook a research and policy advocacy project that seeks to
answer “When Can Parents Let Children Be Alone?” The report creates a
set of clear policy guidelines, including a new child neglect definition
that would set forth a clear legal standard of “blatant disregard” and an
age guideline for when parents can let children be alone. After three
FDC appellate court victories in this area in 2014 and 2015, a circuit
court decision holding the DCFS rule unlawful, and the FDC report and
resulting media attention, DCFS is now negotiating policy changes with
FDC.

Contact: Diane L. Redleaf/312-251-9800 x11/diane@familydefensecenter.net
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Policy Changes & Legislation
The Law Project of the Chicago Coalition for the Homeless (CCH)
Unaccompanied Youths’ Access to Public Benefits
The Illinois Departments of Human Services
and Health and Family Services issued a joint
policy memo on November 24, 2015 that
explicitly articulated that minors who live
without a parent or legal guardian have the
right to receive SNAP, Medicaid, and TANF
independently and without parental consent.
The Law Project of the Chicago Coalition for the
Homeless, along with the Lawyers’ Committee for
Civil Rights Under Law, successfully advocated for
a new Illinois policy that clarifies that homeless
and unaccompanied minors can apply for their
own public benefits without parental permission.
While the rules for programs such as SNAP

(food stamps), Medicaid, and TANF (cash
assistance) allow minors and young adults
who live alone without a parent or guardian
to obtain benefits, homeless youth are
routinely turned away by caseworkers at
public benefits offices. Caseworkers at
public benefits offices are often unaware of
the rules that apply to homeless minors
and are unsure how to handle applications
from unaccompanied minors. In some cases, the state is still issuing benefits such as
food stamps to a youth’s parent with whom
they no longer live. In many cases, caseworkers will demand that the parent come
to the office and give permission before

they will give the youth their own benefits,
which is not required. Getting permission is
nearly impossible when youth have strained
relationships with their parents, especially when
removing the youth from the case means the
parent’s benefits will be reduced.
Contact: Graham Bowman/312-641-4140/
graham@chicagohomeless.org

Reauthorization of Federal Homeless Education Law
The homeless education provisions in the
Every
Student
Succeeds
Act
(ESSA)
strengthen and improve the educational
rights of the more than 20,000 homeless
students in Chicago and more than 54,000
homeless students in Illinois.
In a multi-year effort in collaboration with the
National Association for the Education of Homeless Children and Youth (NAEHCY), the Law Project advocated for the reauthorization of the federal Education for Homeless Children and Youth
program.
CCH shared with members of the Illinois con-

gressional delegation data showing dramatic
increases in the number of homeless students
in Chicago and Illinois as well as examples of
the barriers to education faced by CCH’s clients.
Homeless students will now have greater
access to preschool, selective enrollment, and
higher education. The new law also provides
greater school stability and transportation
rights for students. ESSA raised the authorized funding level by over 20% (to $85 million) to ensure that school districts appropriately identify and serve the increasing number of students experiencing homelessness.

Citation: Title IX, Part A of the Every Student Succeeds Act, 42 U.S.C. 11431 et seq.
Contact: Patricia Nix-Hodes/312-641-4140 x220/
patricia@chicagohomeless.org;
Rene Heybach/312-641-4140 x222/
lmheybach@chicagohomeless.org

Lawyers’ Committee for Better Housing (LCBH)
Amendments to Close Loopholes in Keep Chicago Renting Ordinance
The Keep Chicago Renting Ordinance (KCRO) requires purchasers of foreclosed properties (usually banks) to renew leases or
provide relocation assistance. However, it did not provide clear
timeframes and was being ignored. This spring, it was amended
to close loopholes and add additional protections.

were illegally converted or have very hazardous conditions may be offered a replacement unit, but the renter can turn down the offer and
elect to take the $10,600 relocation instead. Close family members who
reside in a different unit from the original owner are now provided the
protections if their lease was otherwise covered under the ordinance.

The Protecting Tenants in Foreclosed Rental Property Ordinance (also
known as the KCRO) requires that successors-in-interest (usually
banks) to foreclosed properties must renew or extend leases, or pay
$10,600 in relocation assistance. The strong policy behind the KCRO is
to avoid vacant buildings and allow renters to remain in their homes.
This spring, the City of Chicago passed amendments to the KCRO which
clarify the law and increase protections for many renters. LCBH was
instrumental in both the initial passage of the law and drafting of the
amendments.

Citation: Amendment of Municipal Code Chapter 5-14 concerning Tenant Information
and Disclosure Form

The new amendments provide a specific deadline for when the new
owner must decide whether to continue renting to the renter or pay the
relocation assistance. The new process also includes a standardized
form for renters to return to the new owner. Renters living in units that

Contact: Cheryl Lawrence/312-784-3512/clawrence@lcbh.org;
Mark Swartz/312-784-3520/mswartz@lcbh.org
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Policy Changes & Legislation
Legal Council for Health Justice (LCHJ)
Successful Opposition to Budget Cut to Early Intervention Program for Children
The Governor’s FY 2016 budget proposal contained a $23 million funding cut to the Early Intervention Program (EI) that
serves children ages 0-3. LCHJ staff successfully advocated to
stop the budget reduction and preserve current service levels in
EI.
The Early Intervention Program has the mission of providing therapy
services to children from birth to age three who have diagnosed disabilities, developmental delays, or substantial risk of significant delays.
Children need to show at least 30% delay in any one area to qualify for
services. As part of his fiscal year 2016 budget proposal, the Governor
pushed for a $23 million cut in Early Intervention funding. The proposed cuts would have led the EI eligibility threshold to qualify for therapy services to be raised from a showing of 30% delay to 50% delay.
This cut would have cut approximately half of the number of children

currently receiving EI therapy services from the program. LCHJ staff
worked with parent groups and medical providers to publicize the harm
that would be caused by such budget cuts. Due to this effort, the General
Assembly did not amend the EI statute to cut funding or cut back the
level of delay required to qualify for services. As a result, Illinois continues to operate some of the best EI programs in the nation in terms of
children served.
Contact: Amy Zimmerman/312-605-1963/amy@legalcouncil.org

Sargent Shriver National Center on Poverty Law
Expansion of SNAP Eligibility

Relief from Consequences of Criminal Records

The General Assembly passed and Governor Rauner signed into
law an increase in the “gross income limit” for SNAP eligibility,
which helps workers with slightly higher income but also high
living costs.

The General Assembly passed and Governor Rauner signed into
law three bills expanding relief from criminal records. The U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) adopted a
new policy requiring housing authorities to loosen criminal records barriers to housing.

The measure extends eligibility to about 40,000 households and
80,000 people. The gross income limit moved from 130% to 165% of
the poverty level. This can bring up to $60 million in additional benefits
(fully federally funded) into the state. The Shriver Center partnered
with Heartland Alliance and many other partners in the food justice
community.

To summarize, these bills:
-Allow persons with criminal records to petition for sealing sooner;
-Allow persons who obtain education or career certification while still
incarcerated to petition for sealing of their criminal records sooner;
-Lift the lifetime ban on working or volunteering at schools for persons
with records of non-violent offenses.
The HUD policy was the result of the Shriver Center’s report, “When Discretion Means Denial,” published on the Center’s online Clearinghouse
Community. It forbids blanket bars from public and site-based subsidized
housing based on arrest and certain other records.
Contact: John Bouman/312-368-2671/johnbouman@povertylaw.org

